ABSTRACT Regional failures, such as natural disaster or malicious attack, have become a major threat to the construction of future reliable communication network. The regional failures usually cause a large number of disconnected nodes simultaneously and influence the network for a long time. However, a routing scheme that is resilient to such geographically correlated failures is still unexplored. In this paper, we provide a comprehensive study of the disaster resilient routing dealing with the regional failure in operational IP backbone networks. It is notable that the path with minimal risk (i.e., minimal failure probability) is not necessarily the shortest path. The main challenge of finding such paths is that regional failure is unpredictable in terms of time, location, and the affected area. To this end, in combination with the computational geometry tool, we develop effective algorithms to find the minimal risk path between end node pairs to tolerate random regional failures. We show that in contrast to the conventional shortest path, a little longer path can be more effective to the disasters. After selecting such a path as the primary path, we turn to find a secondary backup path. In contrast to the conventional single link/node failure, a regional failure disrupts a large number of network components, simultaneously. As a result, how to find backup paths for re-establishment of the corrupted paths will raise a novel fairness issue. Specifically, during the backup path allocation, we focus on routing fairness to bound the worst-case user experience. A metric is proposed based on which an ILP is formulated. The extensive simulations validate that such an issue is non-negligible in face of regional failure scenarios.
Due to the frequent reports of communication network disruptions caused by natural disasters, research community has paid more attention on such widespread failure events [2] - [6] . Following the traditional cross layer design, the studies on disaster-resilient networks mainly adopted the concept of Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG) [6] - [11] or Disaster Zones (DZ) [12] to emulate large scale network-component failure scenarios, inherently assuming that the characteristics of the possible failure scenarios are known in advance. However, with regard to the uncertain nature of disasters (or malicious attacks), we may face a serious scalability problem to enumerate all the failure scenarios since the regional failures can be anywhere, any shape and any size. An unexpected failure may destroy the current design, although a number of redundant resources have been provided. Therefore, it is crucial to design an appropriate methodology to cope with the unpredictable large-scale failures for the future highly survivable networks.
In this paper, we consider a different approach that targets at the fundamental routing schemes with respect to the uncertainty of geographically correlated failures in the operational networks. In order to mitigate the influence of such large-scale failures, we address the Risk Minimization Routing (RMR) problem which provides routing for end-toend connections with the minimum failure probability under regional failures, and the Fair Backing up RMR (FBRMR) problem that offers approximately equal recovery overhead among nodes in the network. The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) We develop an effective algorithm (Algorithm 1) to find the minimum risk path (RMR problem) to tolerate random regional failures. Routing under regional failures is difficult in general due to the uncertainty of regional failures and the geographical correlation of links. To solve this problem, we use the computational geometry tool: random sampling estimation. Extensive experiments validate that the shortest path is not necessarily the most robust path, especially when the geographical deployment of the network is dense. 2) After selecting the minimum risk path derived from RMR as the primary path, we turn to find a backup path with fairness (the FBRMR problem). The backup paths are selected so that they start to work once the primary path is disrupted. It is notable that the geographically correlated regional failure can disrupt a large number of network components simultaneously and lead to multiple disconnected end nodes. Such large number of disconnected end nodes requires a lot of reconnections. A simple strategy of minimizing the deployment cost (path length) or region-disjointness of backup paths will lead to an unfair situation in which some nodes may bear exceedingly more rerouting paths than others. How to backup primary paths such that each node bears an approximately equal rerouting paths in face of a regional failure remains yet unexplored. To overcome this issue, we provide a metric for the fairness after which an ILP is proposed to bound the worst case, i.e., the most unfair scenario. The final aim of our work is to design a pre-disaster path-routing scheme which can tolerate a large set of geographically correlated failure scenarios and at the same time can react to regional failures guaranteeing a fair distribution of protection rerouting operations between the remaining nodes, once a disaster has occurred. Our work is helpful to achieve a better understanding of the impact of geographically correlated failures and contribute to the deployment of future ISP networks towards achieving higher survivability and fairer user experience.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the related work. Section III describes fundamental concepts and notations. Section IV addresses the problem of Risk Minimization Routing (RMR). Section V discusses the FBRMR problem. Experiments are provided in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes our paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Network survivability and its related routing, protection and restoration issues have been widely investigated (e.g., [13] , [14] ). These studies mainly focus on the single physical link failure scenario, assuming this is the main failure mode that interrupts network normal operation [15] . As the network scale is increasing and the network robustness requirement is becoming more stringent, recently researchers are paying attention to the multiple failure scenarios to provide better network survivability. The work in [16] explored the connectivity recovery mechanism in presence of cascading failures. The works in [17] , [18] considered the oblivious routing issue to deal with multiple independent link failures. It is notable that these works mainly focus on the network logical connection while neglecting its geographical layout.
The cross layer designs of survivable IP/Optical network consider both logical layer and physical layer topologies [6] - [11] . They focus on how to embed the logical connection onto the physical optical network, such that the logical topology is still connected even when single physical link/node corrupt. To address this problem, the concept of shared risk link group (SRLG) was proposed by defining a group of logical links that are susceptible to a common physical resource failure (e.g., fiber, conduit) [7] . Researchers have studied the SRLG diverse routing problem to find SRLG-disjoint paths between a given pair of nodes, and the corresponding localization, protection and restoration issues with respect to a smaller number of predetermined failures [6] , [8] - [11] .
To address the disaster resilient routes, existing work usually targets few disasters that have the most impact on the network (the problem of network assessment [19] - [22] ). With this network assessment, routes can be found to avoid these most vulnerable zones. Limitations can be applied to the routes, for example, [23] studies special rectangular physical routes, while [24] considers how to find two regional-disjoint paths. In general, the existing work on disaster resilient routing mainly considers failures with either determined sizes or locations.
III. PRELIMINARY
This section first presents the adopted network model and failure model. Then we introduce the concept of vulnerable zone of a path and the tool to measure it. VOLUME 7, 2019 A. NETWORK MODEL We consider a physical network G(V , E) as a graph inside the deployment area D ⊂ R 2 . V is the set of nodes and E is the set of links. By e ij we denote the link between adjacent nodes i and j, i, j ∈ V , e ij ∈ E. Note that the geographical position of the nodes in the deployment area is fixed and known. For simplicity, we assume that each link e ij is deployed on the straight segment ij on the plane D. Therefore, the length of the link is exactly the cartesian distance between i and j. 
(1)
B. FAILURE MODEL
During the extreme events such as disasters or malicious attacks, multiple network components located closely to each other will fail together. We summarize the behaviors of such large scale attacks to model geographically correlated failures. Definition 1 (Regional Failure): is characterized by an epicenter p ∈ D and a radius r. The regional failure is the circular area having center p and radius r. The following properties hold:
1) Network components (links and nodes) falling within the region of failure fail simultaneously and are removed from the network. 2) The radius r follows the distribution functions f (r), r a ≤ r ≤ r b , where r a (resp. r b ) is the minimum (resp. maximum) considered region size. 3) Each point of D has a given probability of being an epicenter (see later for a more precise definition). Compared to the fairly well studied regional failure models, like the distance-based models [25] , circular model and line model [4] , [19] , as well as the discrete function model [21] , [26] , our model does not make any assumption about the failure location and radius, which are usually difficult to obtain due to the uncertainty of the disaster failures. Our model is the generalization of the previous deterministic failure models [20] , [25] (which require the knowledge of the failure radiuses) and SRLG related models [6] - [11] (which require the knowledge of the failure locations).
The distribution function f (r) of the destructive natural regional failures, such as earthquakes, usually follows the power-law distribution [27] , as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The typical sizes of these failures can be found in [28] and can be used to determine f (r). The probability of each point being an epicenter of some natural disasters can be defined by risk (hazard) maps [29] . 
C. VULNERABLE ZONE OF A LINK AND OF A PATH
According to the definition of regional failures, a disaster region can be in any shape with arbitrary size and located anywhere in the plane. As a result, there are infinite number of regional failures to be considered. Our first problem is to find a proper statistical metric to evaluate the impact of regional failures.
Definition 2 (Vulnerable Zone Z e ij of a Link e ij ): is a region sub-area around e ij such that any regional failure with radius r whose epicenter falls within Z e ij will always cause the corruption of the given link.
Given a regional failure with radius r, a link e ij fails if it intersects with the failure region. Thus, if a disaster with radius r happens and its epicenter distance from e ij is less than r, e ij will be broken. Dually, we can say that a generic point p ∈ D belongs to Z e ij if: p is epicenter (denote such an event by P epi ), the disaster has radius r (denote such an event by F r ) and the distance d pe ij between p and e ij is less or equal to r. Thus the probability that p belongs to Z e ij is:
In the general case, this probability is difficult to compute. By applying the conditional probability formula, we have:
Assume that p is the epicenter of disaster of radius r, we can greatly simplify the general problem:
By P r epi we denote the event that point p is the epicenter of disaster of radius r. Since p can be any point of the plane D, the first term in the right member is actually deterministic, and thus:
Thus, limited to a previous selection of r, we may redefine:
of a Link e ij ): is the region around e ij which consists of all points whose shortest distance to link e ij is less or equal to r (the ''hippodrome'' in dash line represented in Fig. 3 (a) ).
Let w r (x, y) be the probability density function that a point p(x, y) ∈ D is the epicenter of a disaster of radius r, then the failure probability of the link e ij is:
w r (x, y) can be defined by risk (hazard) maps [29] . This is a further generalization of our problem which can accommodate some unevenly distributed regional failures, for example, tsunamis, which only affects only the near sea network components. In the following of this paper, we will consider the special case of uniform distribution of disasters over the deployment region. In this case, Eq. (2) Fig. 3 (b) , and thus it is all points whose shortest distance to x st are less than r. We denote the path failure probability of x st by P r x st .
D. AREA ESTIMATION BY MONTE CARLO RANDOM SAMPLING
Our method is based on the integration of a scalar 2-D function area regions in a plane (as the calculation of areas when w r (x, y) is uniform). The shapes of such regions may be quite irregular. Therefore, we adopt the Monte Carlo random sampling technique to estimate the |Z r x st |. Concretely, we randomly and uniformly sample n points from the deployment area D and we count n , the number of points falling within Z r x st . To do this, for each sampled point p and all the edges e uv ∈ x st , and test if the distance from p to at 1 Considering this special case does not prevent the method from being generalizable to non-uniform distributions, as shown by Eq. (2) least one e uv is less than r. If so, we increment n . Then |Z r x st | can be estimated as n n |D|. If w r (x, y) is not uniform, then
The estimation accuracy is provided by the Estimator Theorem [30] . The theorem states that the number of Monte Carlo samples n needed to have the estimation relative error below with probability (1 − δ) must be:
IV. RISK MINIMIZATION ROUTING UNDER REGIONAL FAILURE
This section first defines the RMR problem. We demonstrate the problem is dependent on the failure radius r. After some observations, we propose a local search algorithm.
A. RMR (RISK MINIMIZATION ROUTING) PROBLEM
The conventional shortest path problem is to find a path that minimizes the total length between two end nodes. By considering the failure probability of routing path, our goal is to find a path x st with minimal failure probability (i.e., vulnerable zone) between two end nodes s, t. Definition 5 (Risk Minimization Routing Problem): given a source-destination pair (s, t) on G, a failure radius r, the risk minimization routing problem RMR r is to find a simple path from s to t with the minimal expected vulnerable zone, i.e., |Z r x st | is minimal among all paths from s to t. When considering the risk of a routing path, the shortest path in terms of length may be different from the most robust path (minimal risk) with respect to regional failures. In Fig. 4(a) , the lower path is shorter than the upper path, however the upper path is more robust to a regional failure since it has less vulnerable area than the lower path. It is notable that S. Neumayer et al. also figured out this phenomena at the last part of [16] , [31] . However, they did not investigate further into this case and provide any solution to this problem. Another interesting property is that the most robust path is dependent on the failure radius r. For example, in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) , the shortest paths are always the lower paths, but the most robust paths are the upper path in Fig. 4(a) and the lower path in Fig. 4(b) respectively. Because the risk VOLUME 7, 2019 zone is dependent on r, it's not easy to get the exact minimal expected vulnerable zone path.
A natural approach to solve RMR is to decompose the vulnerability zone of the path x st into the vulnerability zones of its links: One may wonder can we solve the problem of RMR by using the same idea of shortest path algorithms. We apply an example of Dijkstra to show that it is not able to find the optimum with respect to the regional failure. Let us consider the example in Fig. 5 . The path x st minimizing P x st is s → v → u → t (P x st = 13, assuming that |Z r vu ∩ Z r ut | = 10). Along s → v → u → t, the distance of node u from s is d u = 11. Thus: d u > d s + |Z r su | violating the complementary slackness (CS) condition [32] , therefore, for instance, Dijkstra does not guarantee optimality.
Lemma 1: When G is a planar graph (can be drawn on the plane in such a way that its edges intersect only at their endpoints) and the failure radius r → 0, the most robust path is the shortest path between node s and t.
Proof |. We assume, the cubic and higher terms equal to zero. It's easy to see that the above expression can be reduced to a sum of linear terms and square terms of r. With r → 0, the square terms become negligible compared to the linear terms. The linear terms dominate the expression indicating the most robust is the shortest path.
B. LSA (LOCAL SEARCH ALGORITHM) FOR RMR R
As illustrated above, there is the need of defining a heuristic routing algorithm that operatively finds the minimal risk path at least in an approximate way. This motivates us to design an algorithm based on the Dijkstra's algorithm [33] to find the most robust path from s to all other nodes in the graph G(V , E). The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. A labeling procedure is carried out at each iteration. These 
return L, and x st constructed from prev labels are the vulnerable area of the most robust path, i.e., the path with the minimum area of vulnerable zone. Similar to Dijkstra's algorithm, the algorithm proceeds through multiple iterations. Once a node is added to the labeled set, we update the label of each node not in this set so that its label is the area with the minimum vulnerable area. Let S denote this set. We begin with S = {s}. The set is formed from S by adding a vertex u not in S with the smallest label (line 7). The updates of the labels are in line 10-12. Note that |Z r x su ∪ Z r e uv | is performed by applying the Monte Carlo random sampling on the path s → u → v. The path s → u → v is inferred from each nodes' predecessor. The procedure will end when the destination t is added to the labeled set, and its label is the vulnerable area of the most robust path from s to t. By prev(i) we denote the predecessor node of i on the most robust path from source s to node i. By L(i) we denote the label of node i. The algorithm is shown below.
Observation 1: In contrast to the conventional shortest path, the most robust path from s to t obtained by Algorithm 1 may be different from the one obtained from t to s. One example is shown in Fig. 5 . First consider the most robust path from s to t. Algorithm 1 first labels v so that the most robust path from s to v is s → v. Then u is labeled that the most robust path from s to u is s → u. After that, t is labeled from u that the most robust path from s to t is s → u → t. However, when considering the most robust path from t to s, Algorithm 1 yields the output t → u → v → s. This can be avoided by first running Algorithm 1 from s to t and then running it again from t to s. Choose the more robust path as the path from s to t.
The computational complexity of Algorithm 1 is bounded by O(|V | + |V | 2 + |E| 2 ), where n is the number of sampled points as explained in Section III-D. Line 1 to 4 iterates on all the nodes, the complexity of which is O(|V |). Since n is a constant, the total complexity of accessing edges is still O(|E| 2 ).
C. DISCUSSION FOR RMR F (R)
We solved the RMR r with a fixed failure radius r. Now we turn to solve the RMR problem on the continuous function f (r), i.e., RMR f (r) . There are two main obstacles. First, as mentioned in Section IV-A, the most robust path is dependent on the failure radius r. Thus the expression of the area of the vulnerable zone of a path is ambiguous. Second, even if the expression of a path is not ambiguous, the computation with respect to the continuous function f (r) requires high complexity.
A possible approach can be to select a discrete set of values of r and route the connections solving RMR r for each of the selected values. In this way, we obtain a set of possible routing paths for each connection among which to choose the actual paths. Criteria for this final selection, that goes beyond the scope of this paper, should take f (r) into account. For the preplan of routes to minimize the risk of correlated failures that are hard to predict, please refer to [34] .
If however, f (r) is a function of the type represented in Fig. 2 , we can route the connections using a single value of the radius r that dominates or is typical [28] . The reason for choosing such a dominating r is as follows. Considering the whole range of r is unnecessary, because failures with very big radius rarely happen (due to the long tail feature). Wasting valuable network resources for such very rarely happening events gives us very limited gain. Thus we only consider the left part of the distribution of r that dominates.
V. FAIR BACKING UP RMR PROBLEM UNDER REGIONAL FAILURE
In this section, we introduce the fair backing up RMR problem. In contrast to a single link or node failure, a regional failure will always break multiple primary paths. How to reroute these broken primary paths will raise a fairness issue which remains yet unexplored. We first define a metric to quantify the fairness. Then by considering the joint failure probability of the primary path and the backup path as a constraint, we propose an ILP to formulate this problem.
A. FAIR BACKING UP RMR PROBLEM
When finding a backup path y st for the primary path x st , the criterion is usually minimizing the deployment cost (path length) or minimizing the joint failure probability [24] to maximize survivability. After a regional failure, it's notable that the number of disconnected end nodes is large since the geographically-correlated failures generated will always break multiple primary paths. Thus it will lead to a large number of reconnections for the disconnected end nodes. How to properly protect the primary paths to avoid a situation where some nodes undertake exceedingly more reconnections (overloaded) than others is not considered in the previous literature. For the nodes that bear exceedingly more rerouting paths, it will have a bad influence to its own services, and lead to an obvious service degradation. We focus on how to allocate the backup paths so that the fairness degree is maximal in face of a regional failure. An example is shown in Fig. 6 . The primary and backup paths are shown in Table. 1. The primary paths of end node pair (a, g), (a, h), (b, g) and (b, h) all pass through link e cf . Assume that a regional failure breaks link e cf . Since all the backup paths pass through x c→d→f , node d is responsible for reestablishing the connections for the corrupted primary paths that pass through e cf , which makes d to bear a very degraded service due to large number of rerouted paths. On the other hand, node e bears no obvious service degradation since x c→e→f is not chosen as any path's backup path. This scenario is not fair for node d compared to node e.
B. PARTIAL REGION-DISJOINT PATHS
Given a primary and backup path (x st , y st ), they are totally region-disjoint if Z r x st ∩ Z r y st = ∅. We first relax the requirement of region-disjointness to partial region-disjointness. Total region-disjointness may be not necessary and may lead to significantly longer path stretch (Fig. 7) . Besides, when the failure radius is sufficiently large, there are no region-disjoint paths in the network. Other than region-disjoint paths [24] , we bound the joint failure probability of x st and y st to θ , i.e., |Z r 
give us more flexibility. θ may be set according the service level agreement (SLA) between the network service provider and the customer.
C. ROUTING FAIRNESS
To measure the fairness of a protection routing after a regional failure, we first define a metric UD (Unfairness Degree) as follows, Definition 6 (Unfairness Degree): given a network graph G (V , E ) after a regional failure (with failure radius r), and a reconnection request matrix RM on G , the unfairness degree is the load difference between the most and the least loaded node in the network, where the load of a node is the number of primary and rerouted paths passing it, i.e.,
By P u (P v ) we denote the number of primary paths that pass u (v). By R u (R v ) we denote the number of the rerouted paths that pass u (v) based on RM after a regional failure. Here, we consider the primary resource and the protection resource separately on each router, and we assume that even if the primary path for a particular node pair is corrupted, the primary resource assigned to it cannot be used by other node pairs.
We define our FBRMR problem as follows, Definition 7 (Fair Backing up RMR Problem): given a network graph G(V , E), and the primary paths x st , ∀s, t ∈ V , the fair backing up RMR problem is to find y st for each x st such that after an arbitrary regional failure (with failure radius r), the unfairness degree UD is minimal.
The main difficulty to solve this problem is that a regional failure can happen at anywhere with any size due to its intrinsic uncertainty. Thus exhaustively enumerating all the failure scenarios to trace all the elements in RM will lead to serious scalability problems. Instead we bound the worst case post failure scenario using the configuration we have before the failure happens. This is based on the following inequality,
By B u we denote the backup (i.e., protection) paths u undertakes before a regional failure. R u is always less than B u . Thus we aim to minimize the maximal (P u + B u ) (the sum of primary and backup paths u undertakes before a regional failure) to bound the UD, i.e., in a min-max fairness fashion.
D. ILP FORMULATION OF FBRMR PROBLEM
We now present an ILP formulation of the FBRMR problem. We define the following 0-1 variables for all e ij ∈ E and for all s, t ∈ V : 
| + · · ·
The above expression consists of the intersection vulnerable area of two edges, one from x st and one from y st minus the intersection vulnerable area of three edges, one from y st and the other two from x st , etc. The accurate expression of the intersection vulnerable area of x st and y st requires a lot of terms as shown in the above expression. We approximate it by reducing the high order terms to (1b). Under the condition that path x st is given as the optimization input (x ij st is known), the formulation is an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem and can be solved using commercial solvers, such as IBM CPLEX [35] .
We propose the ILP2 as the benchmark of ILP1. The input of ILP2 is also x st (i.e., x ij st is known). The main concern is minimizing the path length (deployment cost) of the backup 
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section evaluates the proposed algorithms in Section IV and the fairness of routing introduced in Section V. 
A. EVALUATION SETUP
In order to collect reliable results, we use both realistic topologies from Rocketfuel dataset [36] and random topologies generated from the graph generator of LEMON [37] . The main parameters of the topologies are reported in Table. 2. The deployment area is 1200 x 1200 (arbitrary units) for all the cases. For the Monte Carlo estimation of a path's vulnerable area, we randomly sample 100k points in the deployment area. This number guarantees a worst-case error (on the minimum area to be measured) of about 20% with a statistical confidence (1 − δ) = 95% (see Eq. (3)). One connection is requested by each node pair of the network.
Comparsion Metrics. We use the following metrics to quantify the results.
• Vulnerable area. As defined in Section III, the vulnerable area of a path corresponds to its failure probability in face of a regional failure.
• Path stretch. The detail definition can be found in [38] . Generally, a path with longer stretch requires more network resources.
• Unfairness degree. As defined in Section V-C, it quantifies the unfair degree of a routing after a regional failure. For the vulnerable area and path stretch, we compare the results of the LSA algorithm to the shortest path algorithm, Dijkstra. For the routing fairness, we use CPLEX [35] to obtain the backup routes. All the results are averaged on all the node pairs in the network.
B. VULNERABLE AREA
We consider the failure radius from 10 to 200. We show the vulnerable area savings of the LSA compared to the shortest path algorithm, Dijkstra in Fig. 8 . The length of the conventional shortest path problem is only determined by its constituting edges' weights. Different from that, the vulnerable area of a path is determined by two factors, the constituting edges' vulnerable areas and their geographical layouts. Intuitively, in a denser graph, the most robust path is more likely to be different from the shortest path. For example, in Fig. 8 , the vulnerable area saving is higher in Ebone than in Janos-us.
It's also notable that the decrease of vulnerable area compared to the shortest path tends to be stable, after the failure radius reaches a certain point (the turning points of the curves). Actually, the curve of the LSA cannot descend infinitely. Imaging an extreme case that the failure radius is larger than the length (width) of the deployment area D, then a single edge's vulnerable area is equal to the deployment area, |D|. Any path's vulnerable area is also equal to |D|. In this case, the vulnerable area saving will be zero. However, such a scenario in which a major failure disrupt all the components of the network rarely happens thus is omitted in the figures.
C. PATH STRETCH
Path stretch is adopted as the average path length ratio compared to the shortest path routing, Dijkstra. The path stretch is particularly important when the network resource or the deployment cost is very expensive. The shortest path is not necessarily the most robust path. So the length of the most robust path can be larger than that of the shortest path. We also consider the failure radius from 10 to 200. The increase in stretch is normalized based on the shortest path length of Dijkstra. Fig. 9 shows a similar trend that, with the failure region radius r increasing, the path stretches all tend to increase. This is because that, in general, the more robust path will be more ''zigzagged'', since edge zones are more overlapped and the union of the vulnerable areas can be more likely to be reduced. When the failure radius grows, this trend tends to be more obvious, which leads to a longer path length. Even so, the path stretch obtained by LSA is not very large, around 20% even when the failure radius reaches 200.
D. ROUTING FAIRNESS
We first find the most robust primary paths with failure region radius setting to 50. Then we run ILP1 and ILP2 with the same user requirement θ (e.g., 0.05 for failure radius 50). To simulate the post regional failure states, for each failure radius r ranging from 10 to 200, we randomly generate failures, then measure the UDs and average them.
In Fig. 10 , the UD savings of ILP1 compared to ILP2 are shown. Compared to the result of ILP2, the result of ILP1 has a reduction up to about 30%. The results show that, with the failure radius increasing, the gap between ILP1 and ILP2 increases. The UD saving in a dense graph is more significant than in a sparse graph. For example, the UD saving is more obvious in Ebone (with Avg. Degree 4.22) than in Janos-us (with Avg. Degree 3.23).
Not only the UD saving increases with the failure radius, but also the absolute value of UD increases as well. As shown in Fig. 11 , both UDs of ILP1 and ILP2 increase with the failure radius in the Germany backbone (the results in other graphs are similar and thus omitted). This is because with the failure radius increasing, the number of failed primary paths increases as well, and it becomes more difficult to guarantee the routing fairness in face of a larger regional failure. However, with the worst case scenario bounded by ILP1, the result in Fig. 11 shows that UD of ILP1 increases less significantly than ILP2.
VII. CONCLUSION
We first studied the Risk Minimization Routing (RMR) problem to mitigate the impact of geographically correlated failures on the end-to-end connection. Instead of using the assumptions that the failure scenarios are known in advance, we consider the routing problem with no assumption of the failure location and size. We develop effective heuristic algorithm to find the most robust path between a given node pair. To handle the variability of the failure distribution, we propose to solve it by considering the failure distribution property of regional failures, i.e., power law distribution. The simulation results show that with little higher path stretch, the path can be more robust.
For the network protection of finding backup paths, we mainly consider the fairness issue in face of a regional failure. We address the Fair Backing up RMR (FBRMR) problem and define a metric UD (Unfairness Degree). Then an ILP is proposed to formulate the problem. Instead of enumerating all the failure scenarios after a failure, we concentrate on the fairness before a disaster to bound the worst cases after a failure. Simulations show that current greedybased protection can lead to a high UD after a regional failure.
This work mainly focuses on the pre-disaster routing protection issue to minimize the impact of potential regional failures. To realize future disaster-resilient networks, the cooperation work like after-disaster restoration is needed.
